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Hello again to Cloudhopper News.  
 
Welcome to your June edition of your lighter than air 
publication and another month towards a slow 
progression back into what can only be perceived as 
“normal life”(whatever that is)? Slowly people are getting 
back into the air again and clearly one of the first ways 
that is easy and efficient to maintain your currency is via 
a Cloudhopper.  For many of us the pressing need to get 
hours in the logbook encourages us to look to ways 
where we can get some burner time in and complete 
the minimum required to remain current. 
 Having taken recent delivery of my new Cameron 
O-31 I will be looking to do something fairly soon as and 
when the weather allows . With regard to this, in this issue 
is the story behind the purchase and hopefully an inner 
insight to what happens next after you have placed your 
deposit up till the point of delivery. Until now it seemed 
that Radio silence occurred but thanks to the very open 
people at Cameron Balloons I have been granted a vast 
amount of extra knowledge to portray to you the process 
that follows on from the point of initiation. 
 In other news another new balloon graces the UK 
register with G-CLIB Cameron 0-31being delivered to 
Jonathan Smith in June who lives in Andover . Thanks to 
his lovely sister Catherine Scott we have a photo for you 
all to see .   
 People in Hopping this month meets Phil 
Dunnington, who is definitely a hopper man. He has 
flown in more countries than most people have had hot 
dinners. These themes seem to be popular , so if you 
know of someone who should be interviewed  
   please suggest them to me. 
       Please send to me articles for inclusion in future  
          newsletters to the email address below.  
      
                  Steve Roake -Editor 
              Email address: steve.roake33@gmail.com 
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1,Ed Speak-  Anomalies in weights of envelopes 
         
              
Call me slightly OCD when it comes to Data, (I blame years in Formula 
one for the attention to detail), but when my new hopper was delivered I 
noticed that Cameron’s quoted envelope weight as 37kgs. Nothing too 
bad with that figure , except I keep a database and periodically ask 
others their weights when they get new ones for comparison basis. So, 
armed with this information I wasn’t convinced that my hopper has that 
true weight. Now this is important, because when you do your load charts 
, sometimes it can get fairly close to marginal at higher temperatures and 
therefore the figure must be spot on. 
 Armed with figures for at least half of the total O-31 build so far, I 
decided to firstly weigh the envelope on my Salter scales which confirmed 
my doubts. On my scales in the bag it only weighed 35.75 kgs. which on its 
own is a discrepancy of 1.25kgs.  
 I knew the common range of figures varied from 30.5kgs (with 2mm 
flying wires) up to 34kgs (with 3mm wires), so for mine to be at least 10% 
over must have been through some change or the figure quoted is wrong. 
The only non-standard item on my hopper is four clear view panels in the 
parachute (which to be fair G-CJWY had too and that had Cameron 
scheme and Gold band applied which is heavy). Yes, mine didn’t have 
printed on registration but applique letters but G-CJWY (with four clear 
view windows also), only weighed 33 kgs. I have now got the added 
information that the bag weighs 3kgs and the balloon is made of 38gsm 
material with 2mm thick flying wires so even more reason why the weight 
should be more in line with the others.  
 I’m actually of the opinion that the true weight of mine is 32.75kgs. 
Subsequently Craig Moore confirmed that there was an anomaly with 
their figures and mine is actually 35 kgs. in the bag which means 32kgs 
without which I am happy with. Might seem odd querying 5kgs but with 
hoppers weight is our enemy so to rid myself of 5kgs is a good result. 
 
     Stay safe , Take care out there . 
         Steve Roake- Editor.  
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2, Essential Extras -Monkey Fist / Dog Pull 
 
Having recently purchased a new envelope I realised I needed to buy 
another Monkey Fist or Dog Pull for attaching to my rip line. For anyone 
who isn’t aware , you place the Dog Pull at arm’s length on the Ripline 
and the weight of the pull keeps the Ripline from getting tangled and is an 
easy thing to grab when you need the rip . They cost next to nothing and 
are exactly what is required so making it an “essential extra”. 
 

 
 

I got mine from www.Wildthought.co.uk 
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3,The Features Section 
 
Interesting People in Hopping(No. 3) meets – Phil Dunnington. 
 
In this third of a new series of informal chats , I venture to Bristol to meet 
Phil Dunnington (PGD), and discuss the merits of hopping from his 
perspective and how he seems to be the man  everyone in the UK has 
heard of , yet probably some don’t know him. A man of many “hats’, Phil 
has graciously taken some time out of his busy schedule to talk to 
Cloudhopper News about his many roles and his unending love of 
hoppers.  

 
(SR) So first of all many thanks Phil for making time to discuss the merits of 
all things Ballooning over the years and in particular for giving an insight 
into your role and how that has developed . If I may can we start by 
introducing you, where you’re from, age and your background please? 
 
(PGD)  Hello everyone, I was  born in Scarborough, Yorkshire on 10 March 
1947 – so 73 at present. After school in Windsor and university at Bristol 
(before ballooning arrived there!) I have spent over 50 years totally 
involved in aviation from airlines, to manufacturers (aircraft and balloons), 
financial services and now as GA Advocate working with Grant Shapps, 
our present Secretary of State for Transport. 
 
(SR) Wow , Eyes and ears for the Government ,that sounds pretty 
rewarding being involved helping formulate policy over future GA.  Can I 
focus a little upon Ballooning and what roles you have had? It seems you 
are a bit of everything . Am I right you are an  Instructor , Commercial pilot 
,  ex  Cameron Balloon sales guy, and hopper exponent? 
 
(PGD) Yes, its true, all of those things, plus consultant to governments,  
  accident investigators and lawyers, plus those trying to set up ballooning  
      in new locations. 
 
 (SR) So even at the ripe old age of 73, there’s no slowing you down  
              then and the passion still runs deep. Getting specific, what age  
                  did you get your license and how many hours P1 do you have?  
                      and roughly how many in hoppers 
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(PGD) I got my licence in 1972 and have just under 2600hrs P1 in just under 
4000 flights. No idea how much on hoppers, but not many hours as lots of 
flights have been quite short. 
 
(SR) For all those years you ran the OMM, how did this start and whose 
idea was it ? Do you have a reason why you think this is so popular these 
days? 
 
(PGD)It started at Culham near Abingdon and, as often, was a joint idea 
with Pete Bish . I guess the popularity is partly ease of operation (though 
limiting on windspeeds sometimes) and affordability. No trailer needed, 
just one crew. Easy to pick up second-hand often with few hours ‘on the 
clock’. 
 
(SR) Can you remember your first experience in a hopper .Where and 
when ? and how did you know you wanted one for yourself?  
 
(PGD)I saw the original Cameron Airchair on display at the Elcot Park 
Hotel one Icicle. I had one hop in an early prototype at Ashton Court 
supervised by Tom Sage and bought G-BKIX on the spot. Must have been 
1982 when there were very few hoppers about except the odd promo 
Cloudhopper which I felt too exposed in. 
 
(SR) Of all the memorable flights you have had in a cloudhopper, which 
one was the best and why?  
 
(PGD) Hard to say, but a lot of my ‘new countries’ have involved hopper 
flights (because of the relative ease of transportation). Probably last year 
in the Bekaa Valley of Lebanon flying perversely between vineyards and 
marijuana plantations grown to fund the Hizbullah fundamentalists. I could 
see the hills of Israel and Syria not many miles away in each direction. 
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(SR) Any moments in hoppers you’d care to share ? 
 
(PGD) Ah! You can’t share anything in a hopper!! 
 
(SR)  Can you imagine a time now without hoppers? 
 
(PGD)  Of course not – Allie and I have two between us – but this year’s 
virus epidemic might mean more pilots preferring the low-profile, easy 
access benefits of a hopper in future. 
 
(SR) Please tell the audience how your love of flying hoppers in different 
countries came about and in particular with the Beech 18 and how this 
has opened up other possibilities?   
 
(PGD) Well as I have said the hopper was a ‘means to an end’ for several 
‘new’ countries (3 in 2019 alone), but with Allie also keen on new countries 
(her 102 is closing in fast on my 126!!) we tend to try to use a lightweight 
two-person basket balloon now so we can, if necessary, get the job done 
in one flight. With the Beech we took Cameron O-56 G-DKGM(to match 
the Beech’s G-BKGM), now re-registered G-CKAD, and added weird 
locations such as Greenland, Cuba & El Salvador. Often, we just flew from 
the airfield we had arrived at in the aeroplane to save on retrieve hassles. 
 
(SR) Both you and Allie have till recently a record of flying each and every 
month (along with bishy), care to discuss this challenge .was it started over 
a Bet?  
 
(PGD) We got to 39 years (me) and 15 years (her) before COVID ruined it 
all. A day later and we’d have got April 1. There was nothing competitive 
about it until both Pete and I realised we had several uninterrupted years, 
and Allie followed on. Whether we want to resume now is less certain – the 
spell is broken, really.  
 
       That just about wraps up my conversation with Phil Dunnington, thank  
          you for your time , and personally many thanks for all the efforts over     
             the years with the One Man Meet from all of us who benefitted  
                   from your fine efforts . 
                          Next Month I talk to …… Chris Sanger-Davis.                          
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The complete story behind the purchase of G-CLKC 
 
What you are about to read started in May 2019 and is written in a diary 
style format. It tells the tale of purchasing my new hopper from inception 
to delivery. Where it differs from other stories on the same theme is that 
Cameron Balloons and in particular Simon Askey supported me with inside 
information about what happens once you have placed your deposit. 
Being of a data-based mindset I also managed to find out the exact time 
it took to make . So, with thanks to them , here it is . 
 
 How to create a Cloudhopper from scratch- by Steve Roake. 

 
I’m going to relate to you a story about how you compose a design for a 
balloon and the unique processes along the way from initial concept up 
till collection. Please understand it isn’t an easy task since you are facing a 
blank canvass and it’s a very personal process with twists and turns along 
the way. As far as possible I will include reference points with dates where 
applicable to give you some sense of timeframe. So, let’s delve into the 
idea of building a new hopper. 
 
The brief and why do I need a new hopper? May 2019 
 
Sitting at home contemplating things I realise that my two-year deal with 
Cameron Balloons as a brand Ambassador is coming to the end of its 
path. They clearly will offer me a chance to purchase the hopper in my 
garage G-CJWY(O-31), which is fully branded in their livery, and we will 
discuss if and how we go forward working together in the future. Having 
thought about the time period we have worked together, it’s obvious that 
it has been successful and that they have had a positive advance in sales 
since we started the process and they are quick to recognise my efforts 
supporting their brand. However, they clearly want to take another path 
and therefore I have some choices to make. I can either buy the  
  envelope which has now done nearly 20 hours flying time at a reduced- 
     price verses list price, (which equates to roughly £800 from list). I can  
        return it and walk away, or my commission and deposit placed  
           against the envelope for wear and tear during my ownership could  
                  be placed against a future purchase.   
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Having previously sold all my former kit to become fully Cameron kitted, I 
sense firstly that to me the price offered for G-CJWY doesn’t reflect my 
knowledge of second-hand sales values and if I’m not flying in any 
capacity for them why on earth would I want to fly a branded envelope?  
Second option just isn’t viable to me as I love flying and may well decide 
in the near future to concentrate on just flying hoppers and sell on my 
bigger balloon kit as I sense a perceptible change in direction occurring 
going forward. The third option is exactly that …an option. However, with 
very good stock available on the second-hand market at this time, (with 
more than one option available with less than 5 hour’s total time on 
them), I won’t at this stage commit to a new purchase. 
 Something I have been doing of late and do periodically is play 
around with designs utilising excel on my pc.  Buying new gives you the 
ability to make your own particular mark on the design that you will have 
to live with for a number of years going forward. This realisation is pushing 
me towards buying new over a second-hand purchase acquiring 
someone else’s ideas. 
 
June 2019   
 
Playing around with colour is fun. I am clearly influenced by certain 
colours and am favouring Yellow as a basis of a design. Factors relating to 
this are, firstly an appreciation of the old Thunder and Colt Demo fleet 
which sported various rainbow colours around what can only be 
described as a buttercup yellow. Secondly I’ve always liked the designs of 
John Ninomiya’s three hoppers and finally I’m an 80’s guy who grew up 
around the “United Colours of Benneton” age of branding.  I also flew at 
Easter a beautifully bright LBL35A in the states belonging to my buddy Pat 
McGrath that features yellow brightly. 
 With this in mind I decide to while away a few hours hatching a 
scheme and come up with three that float my boat should I decide to go 
forward with the idea (all of which I think are unique enough to make    
  them different to what’s already out there). One is a throwback to my 
    first balloon design which utilised the Children’s game “Tetris” and so  
        would be like a return to my roots. The second is a yellow twirl and the  
           third is a homage to Thunder and Colt. Time to mull them over me  
                thinks!   
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 July 2019  
 
Confirmation that Cameron Balloons want G-CJWY back as I’m not 
buying it. This is arranged for the weekend of the Bristol Balloon Fiesta post 
Metz, and in the meantime discussions over my options going forward 
occur with the lovely Craig Moore. I don’t want to be without a hopper for 
long but luckily, I have a fall-back situation being a half owner of old H-34 
G-BYNW with Mark Stelling so perhaps I can use this over the winter and 
crucially build months of the new one. Decision is taken to probably buy 
new and a price is given to me to ponder over. In the meantime, I ask for 
the three Hopper designs to be made into a visual for me to look at more 
objectively in an abstract view. The initial visuals are shown below. 
 

 
         Tetris design                      Yellow Twirl                   Homage to T&C 
 
The third design is actually the second version of it because the Orange 
blocks originally came back from Cameron Balloons in Gold which wasn’t 
my idea. As you can see when you have 16 blank squares available in 
height multiplied by 12 gores in any colour from a standard pallet the 
opportunities are endless. Naturally I garnered opinions from my closest  
    friends about which design worked best and naturally like any normal  
        person I ignored all their positive advice and went on my own. 
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Late July  
 
One interesting thing that came to light was the availability of the Nomex 
on the Homage to Thunder and Colt design. Originally coloured in a dark 
or royal blue I decided to make it into a burgundy or wine-red colour 
instead. 
Discussing with Craig the merits of each was simple and whilst you had 
various options available whatever design was chosen, things like clear 
view panels in the envelope top, a thicker cord for the crown line and 
standard 2mm wires were all defined. 
 
August 2019 
 
Some milestones needed to be achieved for the purchase to go forward. 
Firstly, I wasn’t prepared to order the envelope until I had finished paying 
my mortgage on my house and this was nearing the end. Secondly, I had 
decided to change my outlook upon ballooning as I was selling my bigger 
balloon through lack of usage (only 22 hours in five years), and thirdly I 
was thinking of buying a sports car and changing my career at the same 
time (some might say Mid-life crisis but they wouldn’t know how long I had 
been pondering the idea). However, one thing was clear .in my mind 
there was a clear winner in the designs and that was the Thunder and Colt 
homage. 

 
 

        The 2nd take of the design with orange instead of gold. 
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Tweaking the design 
 
One thing that was very apparent by myself was that in one aspect I had 
screwed up the design. The premise was a series of building blocks 
repeated twice around the envelope with rainbow colours top and 
bottom in rows encapsulated by yellow to define them against the blocks. 
If you look closely at the above rendition there are two mistakes on my 
part. Firstly, most colours in the rainbow rings relate positionally to the 
colours above or below them. except for the orange which is offset with 
the yellow. this needed reversing to achieve alignment. Secondly, the 
Yellow in the rainbow rings doesn’t really work as it merges with all the 
yellow around it and as the design has a darker red available in the pallet 
it was deemed better to align that more with the burgundy Nomex and 
make sure that the blocks actually fill between a yellow sandwich. All of 
this was achieved utilising a very patient visuals artist at Cameron’s 
Factory during the return of G-CJWY during the rainy Friday of the Bristol 
Balloon Fiesta. Craig assured me that my own personal touches could be 
achieved such as the registration applied in white in both the Dark blue 
areas and that the clear view panels don’t interfere with the upper 
rainbow band (coming in the yellow above them). Envelope bag was 
also discussed as I hated the duffel bag I had on CJWY and wanted to 
revert to a traditional design (also in burgundy this time). So, I walked 
away from Cameron’s on that day with a defined hopper all that was 
needed was to secure when I wanted delivery (fairly easy for them and 
me as May 2020 was my earliest requirement), and deposit needed 
paying (or more topping up), so that build could start in winter 2019.    
 In the meantime, Mark Stelling had decided to sell his share of G-
BYNW to me so I purchased the envelope to have something to fly over 
the winter months during the build and more importantly available for the 
One Man Meet in October at Tenbury Wells.  
 Now it was simply a case of awaiting the final mortgage payment 
and then being in a position of activating the purchase and build.  
  Patience isn’t one of my strongest points and having not travelled to  
       Metz, Bristol being blown out and watching others fly at various  
        festivals whilst I stayed grounded (awaiting the delivery of BYNW),  
           found myself very challenged as my work situation also temporarily  
                 dried up resulting in some very mundane work van driving to  
                          make ends meet for the month awaiting the next contract. 
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All I had to keep myself sane about the delays was a very nice visual that 
Craig had given me at the factory and I had discretely placed in a 
manila envelope whilst all the masses did the traditional Bristol factory 
tours around my presence. 
 Surprisingly I was temporarily unemployed from my normal role for 
longer than expected (about 1 month), and so formalising the 
arrangement with Cameron’s would have to temporally have to wait. A 
few pieces from my regular balloon found their ways to new homes whilst I 
waited and I concentrated on advertising the availability of said balloon 
to all on Facebook whilst I counted the days until I could firm up my order. 
The knowledge that you are purchasing something that potentially you 
could have for the rest of your flying days was a comforting thought and 
whilst I speculated about the idea of making an envelope a la Annex 1, I 
quickly dropped the idea because I knew it would make me mad all 
those endless hours of sewing and making mistakes.  
 

 
 

So here is the agreed finalised design 
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3rd September 2019 
 
Momentous day for me, like all the stars have aligned at once. I recently 
started another contract only 3 miles down the road from where I live (so 
no commuting), secondly, I’ve Just rid myself of my biggest outgoing (i.e. 
the Mortgage), and a small package arrives from Cameron balloons 
which contains my pear-shaped Carabiners for G-BYNW my H-34. I decide 
to ring up Simon Askey at the factory and paid the deposit on the new 
envelope so they can start the process of building the envelope. 

Besides the need to put 30% upfront of the purchase price some 
documentation needs signing off so its emailed to me, the spec is 
finalised, Simon (who is a great friend, first and foremost), signs on behalf 
of Cameron’s and I countersign and email the forms back and the first 
cog in the big wheel latches into place and the journey starts.  
 So many thanks for their help up to this stage in no particular order 
Julia Dalby, Craig Moore, Simon Askey and a graphics artist whose name 
escapes me. It has been quite a journey so far and I’m probably not the 
easiest person to pacify and plicate, but at least we have resolved the 
final specification. All we have to do now is wait….   
 
19th September 2019 
 
Normally at this point you have “Radio Silence”. You’ve paid your deposit 
and the company have given you a delivery timescale and you hear 
nothing until delivery. Such is the demand currently, the earliest deliver 
date I could get was April 2020 but luckily for me I wanted it in May so no 
problems there then. However, such is the openness of Cameron Balloons, 
the lovely Simon Askey agreed to walk me through the process of the 
build for this article step by step. We join the process having just paid the 
deposit and having signed the associated forms for the purchase. 
 What happens next? A production folder is raised by the sales  
agent and the money is sent to a separate Escrow account, protecting   
 the buyer. This isn’t released to Cameron Balloons until final payment is  
     made after the balloon is finished. The file makes its way to a director  
        who checks the finances and data entry into their bespoke system  
            which assists with production planning. At this stage the project is  
                 allocated a construction number. In my case c/n 12347 is mine.  
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Once the Director has approved the deal the file goes to the purchasing 
department to order or pick the fabric and components that make up the 
order. At this stage if it is a complex build or a one off special the 
technical department get involved. 
 Certification department start the lengthy process of certifying the 
balloon, spending longer for countries outside of the UK. 
 Now Andy Futter in planning double checks the drawing numbers 
and issues a build instruction protocol. He sorts additional information at 
this stage such as Registration marks and Burner frame dimensions for the 
scoop to fit. 
          In the cutting room Lewie manages all the cutting and artwork if 
applicable. Hardware goes to Steve D to manage and Janice heads up 
the machinists. 
Once the cut panels are cut and identified they are put into a blue bin 
and transferred to the machinists on the top floor of the factory. 
 The team of girls are selected by the head seamstress to take on 
the job. It happens in this order. The parachute is sewn first so that it can 
be transferred to Dan for rigging on the lower floor where he has already 
pre-cut all the lines and sorted the pulleys. 
 The machines/ seamstress starts by sewing together all the panels in 
one gore. This process is called Cross Seaming. This is repeated for all 
(twelve) gores.       
 Once all the gores are sewn it is time to sew them together. This 
process is called long Seaming. Once completed the balloon moves 
downstairs to the RII department. 
RII stands for Rigging, Inspection and Inflation. Dan installs the Parachute 
and checks everything. A panel by panel inspection is performed at this 
stage after which the envelope is loaded up for its test inflation. 
 At this point, the operation of the envelope is checked and where 
necessary modifications or adjustments can be performed. 
 Envelope or ancillaries are now weighed and logged. Certification 
is now complete and the airworthiness is applied for from the CAA. When  
   this process is completed final inspection in the dispatch department is 
    done by either Lindsay or Craig Moore. Nobody else is allowed to  
         complete this task. 
 Finally, delivery to the customer is done and ownership / delivery is  
                 completed with the transfer of the goods. 
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 I have been told during the whole process no less than 200 various 
quality checks have taken place to ensure quality standards are adhered 
to. 
 
As you can see it’s a pretty involved process , and you might think that’s it 
but for me I’m asking for some photographs along the way so hopefully 
the parachute assembled should be one of the first . 
 
October 2019   
 
Travelling to the One Man Meet helped me make a modification to the 
envelope bag. John Tyrrell had recently had his modified to accept an 
extra loop so that the bag can be transported when you go fly. Naturally, 
he was keen to pass on to me his experience and also suggested a must 
have is the vinyl underside on the bag. Having factory people at the 
event, it was easy to pass on my desires to imitate Johns version and so 
another defining moment past.   
 
1st November 2019  
 
Following a conversation with Simon Askey at Cameron Balloons, it 
transpires that to obtain a permanent registration for the balloon you 
need to provide 
some details to the CAA in the form C1A. Construction number (12347) 
and ownership details including date of birth and residence are provided 
and thanks to Sharon Wilkins at the factory these details were filed on 
October 31st with a direct reply from the CAA to myself. The next available 
in sequence registration allocated to my O-31 is G-CLKC. From now on the 
Project has an identity. 
 
3rd November 2019 
 
With this purchase becoming my “forever Hopper”, I was thinking about  
    the overall look of the machine whilst in the air and decided that the  
       two 60litre tank covers which are on my existing tanks need changing  
           to look in keeping with the new kit. Currently they are Royal Blue  
                and so once again I spoke to my go to guy at Cameron’s Simon  
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Askey. As the scoop on the new hopper (G-CLKC) is burgundy in colour I 
thought it would be great for the tank covers to compliment this colour. At 
£90 plus vat each they weren’t a bad price but I’ve taken the opportunity 
to have embroided on the covers the Cloudhoppers.org logos at a 
significant cost to me. So, from £180 plus vat the bill is now £500, I hope its 
money worth spending in the end and yes, I can recoup a small amount 
selling the old cover onwards. 
 

 
 

Much nicer. 
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I now know the schedule for the build of G-CLKC and she is in between a 
Z600 and a 120 in the winter build program at Cameron Balloons with 
material to be cut next. 
 

 
 

Kit cut and awaiting sewing – 21st November 2019 
 
21st November 2019- We’re off and running. 
 
Good News week, the build process has officially started. Simon Askey has 
provided an update starting with “Lewie” gathering the relevant colours  
   together earlier in the week. He laid out 12 gores worth, while  
     simultaneously checking for flaws, technical or aesthetic. He then  
          covered the material with paper patterns for Panels A to L, stack  
            cutting the whole balloon. At this stage he also manually adds the 
                   various mark, lines and instructions into the very edge of the  
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fabrics using a very special marker pen, which once sewn together, the  
scribbles become hidden within the seams. Total time for this job is about 
15 hours on an O-31. This is relatively quick as Ian “Lewie” Lewis came from 
the old Cameron Factory (in Cotham), on work experience as a 16-year-
old. As a mature 56-year-old, he now has years of experience cutting all 
sorts of Balloons.     
    Now cut, the panels are bundled together as “A”, “B”, “C” etc into the 
big blue bin you see above (see photo). This negotiates its way to the Big 
Goods lift at the foot of the ground floor waiting to be collected by one of 
the machinists. As and when another project is completed and space 
permits on the top floor “Sewing Room”, two lovely ladies will unbundle 
and start to sort the fabric out into the precise order for sewing as per the 
build plan. This process is called “laying out”. Sewing comes next ! 
 
5th December 2019   
 

 
 

The Lovely ladies tasked with putting together my bag of fabric are 
Marion and Donna. 
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Another update from the lovely Simon Askey. The lovely Marion has been 
tasked along with Donna, with getting my balloon together and as you 
can see the process is well underway. 
 

 
 

 
Meanwhile the lovely Liz has completed the parachute as the sewing 
team await seven (yes seven) special shaped balloons. 
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Parachute completed in its bag, ready to go to Rigging and Dan. 
            Dan the main man in Rigging is quietly prepared for the parachute  
                   to arrive having already got the bits together for G-CLKC. 
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So, as you can see this project is well ahead of schedule and looks likely if 
continued at the same rate to be completed well ahead of the April 
schedule. Technically this is referred to as a pick up /put down job which is 
fitted in when the girls aren’t so busy. I can imagine the thought of seven 
special shapes coming is quite daunting. 
 
   December 18th 2019 
 
         My good friend Andy Marshall has been in discussion with me about  
            the idea of a very special launch of the new hopper at a venue 
                 which is known but as yet unannounced. We are working on a  
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plan that will see Andy come and Video the initial tethering of the 
envelope on its first time out of the bag at a very nice setting.  Andy, who 
is a prolific homebuilder of some quality is also a keen video blogger and 
so the tying in of the two of us at the venue should be of benefit to both 
parties. Naturally much discussion on details remains to be discussed 
(probably over a beer) but I am excited to have his expertise in this field 
and have his assistance which will project the project even further .  
 
January 2020. 
 
The Icicle Balloon Meet is always a great place to play Catch up with 
everyone and I met and spoke at length with the Cameron Team but 
mostly with Simon Askey. The project is at the stage where Dan the rigging 
man is about to do his thing and whilst I was invited to the factory to get 
involved with this stage of the build , graciously I declined the offer . 
However, all is progressing well and Simon and I discussed further the 
timing of the delivery and what requires doing to ensure that the 
paperwork side of things is tied in nicely to dovetail with my plans. One 
thing I wasn’t aware of , is that with both of my fuel tanks needing PRV’s 
and PPTs this year, taking them to Chris Dunkley needs them done within a 
calendar month of the registration of the balloon. 
 What we have agreed to do is Chris will do the tanks and inspect 
the millennium bottom end and then submit a form 1 to Cameron’s who 
will then get  swiftly tie away with all paperwork issued to the CAA for 
registration. When this is completed I can arrange delivery which will be 
sometime after Easter.  
 
March 2020 
 
Well the whole world has been turned upside down on its face and all 
good plans go out of the window. My initial plan(now scuppered), was 
with Andy Marshall to do the first inflation (and video it) at the Midlands    
  Balloon Meet, the day before everyone else turned up with an agreed  
    tether outside the main house. I thought it would look stunning  with the  
        balloon inflated offsite and then manoeuvred into position for a  
            couple of brilliant crisp shots that the organisers could use to 
                 promote the event, and more importantly not damage the  
                       grass. 
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 This has now been scrubbed as has most ballooning in the UK . The 
bottom end and my fuel tanks made it to Easy Balloons for inspection, 
PRV’s and PPT’s and a C of A , so that the form 1 could be sent to 
Cameron’s for registration of the balloon(complete) by the CAA within 
30days. The balloon envelope was scheduled for Test inflation around the 
25/26th march in nice weather but a UK lockdown may have just blown 
that plan out of the window too.   And then just when things were getting 
sorted , along came the Covid-19 pandemic. Cameron Balloons take 
care of their staff and close the factory, rendering my plans in tatters with 
the balloon needing a test inflation and signing off. 
 At the same time, I had transported my Millennium bottom end and 
two fuel tanks to Chris Dunkley for C of A and new PRV’s and PPT’s on the 
tanks . This also wasn’t happening and so along with the lack of a test 
inflation, the certified bottom end and tanks required a Form 1 
paperwork, which then progresses to Cameron Balloons to be attached 
to their paperwork for submitting to the CAA and then the balloon is 
registered and delivery can occur.  So effectively everything went on hold 
pending loosening of the restrictions. 
 
June 2020 
 
After a considerable length of time doing nothing, Cameron Balloons 
returned to work in a restricted safe mode.  On the momentous morning 
of June 3rd at 06-30 in the morning I received a video call from Director 
Craig Moore live from Ashton Court  where Cameron Balloons were in the 
process of test inflating my hopper . 
 Whilst it was quite a shock to get a video call at this unearthly hour I 
would say that the pleasure of actually seeing your new “Baby” being 
born for the first time outweighs the accompanied grumpiness later in the 
day because you are tired . So many thanks to Simon Whatley , Superstar 
Charlie Rawson (who gave up her time to help out, even though she 
doesn’t work for Cameron’s anymore ) and obviously Craig Moore who is 
a consummate professional at any time of the day.   
 How you get motivated to doing test inflations regularly is beyond  
      me (I guess just part of the job), but what time did they all get up that  
             morning ?  
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G-CLKC test inflated on June 3rd. 
 

   Later the same day Craig supplied me with multiple photographs and 
video depicting the act.  

From this point forward things started to move forward more quickly.  
       Chris Dunkley made a special effort(many thanks) to get the C of A  
           done and fire off the paper work to Sharon Wilkins in the  
                Certification office at Cameron’s and before you knew it , it was  
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registered on 15th June by the CAA. A trip to Bristol to see Craig Moore 
and effect delivery was taken on Wednesday 17th June  and just in case 
anyone is interested , the total time from the creation of the design visuals 
to the test inflation and sign off for delivery was 95 hours.   

 
 

 
 
 

Handshake on delivery with Craig Moore (hand sanitised). 
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All that remains to be said is a thousand thanks to Cameron Balloons for 
the extraordinary access and to all the individuals who make up the team  
Who work there . To all those who didn’t get a personal mention, thanks 
anyway you are all superstars. 
4,New Balloons 
 
Just before coming to press, G-CLIB got its first inflation at Ashton Court in 
Bristol . The multi coloured Cameron O-31 is for Jonathan Smith and was 
registered on 17th June.  

 

 
 

G-CLIB Cameron O-31 c/n 12338. 
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5,Second Hand balloons 
 
There are hoppers out there being sold as second hand and whilst the 
deals are super hush hush, trust me they are being completed. There are 
two impending deals I know of currently that aren’t concluded as yet so it 
would be inappropriate of me to disclose their positions both for the 
vender and the seller. 
 
6, Hopper of the Day. 
 
Hopefully by the time this comes to press , Hopper of the Day will have 
concluded and fulfilled its remit – to entertain. 100 days of two photos a 
day was no easy task to complete.  
 
7,Manufacturer News and Events 
 
News still filtering through about Bristol Fiesta , but those guys are well up 
their own backsides expecting people to sign non-disclosure agreements 
when you know nothing of the subject matter. Albuquerque have now 
cancelled and on principle I won’t go to Bristol anyway. 
 
For us hopper folk, it is far more important to think about The One Man 
Meet and with the way restrictions are being lifted in stages there is no 
reason to imagine that it won’t go ahead in some format. There is 
planning going forward with this in mind but I can tell you it is very unlikely 
to be at Tenbury Wells again this year.  So, with this in mind please think 
about leaving the weekend of October 9th free and more details will 
come as soon as John or Wendy update me. 
 We are well aware that there is potential Scandinavian interest in 
attending this year so I hope the wait isn’t too long prior an 
announcement that is positive .  
 Lets all keep our collective fingers crossed that this perceived  
  second wave of Covid -19 can be kept away and we can continue the  
     transition back to normal life as we know it. 
 
  More as soon as we know it obviously. 
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Advertisement 

 
 

           Solo Systems actively support Cloudhopper News . 
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8,Interesting photos  
 

 
 
Former ride for our “Person in Hopping “ this time , this is Phil Dunnington 
flying G-CBIH in Lesotho in 2007. This interesting thing about this particular 
hopper (Cameron Z-31), was that from the build , it was designed to be 
split in order to facilitate being taken as luggage on commercial airliners . 
Just below the lower gold band it zips together and has quick links 
supporting the join. Nowadays it is flown in France as F-HHOC. 
 
9, The Photo section 
 
     This section of the Newsletter is dedicated to choices of the Editor who  
        tries to bring to you rare and interesting photos which you may not  
           necessarily see in normal life and wouldn’t expect to find when  
                surfing the internet. 
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         OH-MHZ ,the subject of ”Hopper of the Day” recently (T&C AX-3 Mini     
               Sky Chariot), is ex G-BHOP and owned by Juha Kounisto in  

Finland. (thanks for the photo). 
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I-B366 is the exotic Monaco based Ultramagic M-42 Duo 
Photographed by Kevin Boon (many thanks). 
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And finally 
 
Not normally one for statistics , early June saw us achieve 1515 members 
on Facebook which is a pretty good milestone to achieve. Thanks to 
everyone for your support and please keep spreading the word wider.  
Hoppers are only going to get more and more popular as pilots migrate to 
the most efficient way to fly with the best efficiency for your money. 
 
Submissions may not be the views of The Editor but are as far as possible 
unmodified to retain their authenticity.   
 
Please send all submissions for future editions to Steve.roake33@gmail.com  
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